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                [image: Sale online or in store. Leader in professional CHR wine equipment and quality HORECA catering equipment, made in France. Household appliances, positive cabinets and wine refrigerators for restaurants, hotels, wine bars, wine merchants.]
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Discover the EuroCave range for you, professionals
 
 
 
 
 

            


            



            


    

    

    
        
            
    
                    

    

        
        
                    
    
                    Do you want to offer an unforgettable experience around wine?
Benefit from French, reliable and efficient products. Whatever your sector of activity, EuroCave brings you a professional expertise and solutions adapted to your professions and your clients.
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                    Restaurant operator, hotelier, wine producer...

            


            



            


            
    
                    

    

        
        
                    
    
                    Whether you are fitting out a sales area, want wine ready for serving or simply want to store bottles, we have solutions to meet all your needs.

            


            



            


    

    

    
        
            
    
                    

    

        
        
                    
    
            


            



            


            
    
                    

    

        
        
                    


        
        
        
            
                [image: Professional service wine cooler. Bringing the wine to temperature: cool or chill. Independent compartments or staggered temperatures. Shelves easy access to bottles, shelf accessories.]

            
        
        
            
    


            



                    

    

        
        
                    
    
                    Serving.
Improve your customers' satisfaction. 
Store your bottles at an ideal serving temperature with our different wine cabinet collections in 1-temperature, multi-temperature, 2 and 3-temperature (with independent compartments).
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                [image: Wine cabinet integrated lighting, glass refrigerated display case or wine room layout. Scenography and exhibition bar to enhance the bottles and promote your wine offer.]

            
        
        
            
    


            



                    

    

        
        
                    
    
                    Displaying.
Invite to a unique tasting experience.
Encourage customers to buy your wine thanks to our wine display cabinets and our cellar layout solutions to display your wine list.
Also benefit from a dedicated cellar for the display of your champagne.
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                [image: Professional aging wine cabinet and natural cellar storage. Large storage capacity. Long-term bottle storage cabinet meeting all criteria: stable temperature, humidity level, vibrations, etc.]

            
        
        
            
    


            



                    

    

        
        
                    
    
                    Storing.
Multiple references, accessibility...
Manage stock easiliy in your store room with a selection of large wine cabinets with solid or glass doors.
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                [image: Wine dispenser and wine-by-the-glass serving solution. Bringing to temperature: system with independent temperature compartments which cools the bottles of white or rooms the reds while preserving the qualities of the wine after opening.]

            
        
        
            
    


            



                    

    

        
        
                    
    
                    Wine by the glass.
Your guests will remember an exceptional glass of wine!
Develop your wine by the glass offering and turnover with our wine by the glass solutions to brings wine to the correct temperature and store open bottles.
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                [image: Wine scenography in architect and interior designer projects. Layout solutions for highlighting the wine offering in establishments such as restaurants, hotels, wine bars or layouts in wine merchants.]

            
        
        
            
                
                                    Papa, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

                            


        
            
    


            



            


    

    

    
        
            
    
                    

    

        
        
                    


        
        
        
            
                [image: Professional space - Architecture, renovation or high-end interior decoration for individuals. Design of a wine space, integration of a wine cooler or creation of a bar in custom furniture.]

            
        
        
            
    


            



            


            
    
                    

    

        
        
                    
    
                    Interior designers.
To make each living area unique, EuroCave has developed different product lines.  
Help your clients achieve their objective of having a cabinet built into a tailor-made unit or create, from start to finish, an air-conditioned room dedicated to storing fine wine.
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                    Services adapted to professionals.

            


            



            


    

    

    
        
            
    
                    

    

        
        
                    


    
        
            
                [image: EuroCave quality products, made to last.]

            
        
        
        


            



                    

    

        
        
                    
    
                    Quality
Excellence in every detail.
Products designed to assist you in your daily activities and for a long time.

            


            



            


            
    
                    

    

        
        
                    


    
        
            
                [image: A EuroCave advisor will support you in your project.]

            
        
        
        


            



                    

    

        
        
                    
    
                    Local support
 An exclusive network.
Advice suited to your type of establishment.

            


            



            


            
    
                    

    

        
        
                    


    
        
            
                [image: Delivery and installation at your home, turnkey.]

            
        
        
        


            



                    

    

        
        
                    
    
                    Delivery
 Turnkey installation of our products.
 

            


            



            


    

    

    
        
            
    
                    

    

        
        
                    
    
                    3D Planner©
3D planning with realistic rendering.
Trust us to accurately model your project, allowing you to create it with complete confidence.
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                [image: 3D design with realistic rendering of a tailor-made wine cellar project and configuration of wine storage unit options. Cellar design.]
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                    Réalisations
Discover our most impressive installations.
A beautiful scenography around wine is essential to arouse desire and invite the customer to discover. We are proud to present you the most beautiful installations in restaurants, hotels,...
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                [image: Luxury restaurant design. Scenography to enhance the wine offering, attract attention to the wine list with quality and reliable wine coolers and cellar layout solutions. Inspiration…]
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                        Our certifications and partners
                    

                    
                        [image: Entreprise du patrimoine vivant (label awarded to French companies with outstanding industrial and artisanal skills)]
                        [image: Origine France Garantie (label certifying product is of French origin)]
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